DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD OF TESTING A SET OF SCREEN-EXHAUST DEVICES IN THE HELICOPTER MI-8MSB-B

The object of research is a set of screen-exhaust devices (SED) as part of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter (Ukrainian version of the modernization of the Soviet multipurpose Mi-8 helicopter, developed by Motor Sich JSC, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine). The SED set is designed to reduce the infrared signature of helicopters equipped with TV3-117 turboshaft engines of all modifications for the Mi-8MSB-V, Mi-8MT, Mi-14 and Mi-24.

One of the problem areas is the lack of methods for solving the problem of determining the parameters and tactical and technical characteristics when examining SED as part of an aircraft during testing and research, which must be carried out in accordance with the approved Technical Operation Manual.

When constructing the developed methodology, the rules of the Technical Operation Manual and the Helicopter Flight Operation Manual were applied, which allows testing in compliance with flight safety standards. Flight tests serve as a source of information for analytical calculations, the SED models and verification of their reliability by checking the convergence of the parameters of the functioning process under the same conditions using simulation and flight experiments.

The developed technique of research and testing of a set of screen-exhaust devices makes it possible to check the performance of a specific sample in all flight modes. The technique makes it possible to determine the level of engine power losses in different operating modes using the parameters of the on-board information collection facilities in conjunction with SED. This makes it possible to obtain a characteristic of fuel consumption in the case of a set of screen-exhaust devices installed on board and without it. The technique takes into account the possibility of simultaneously conducting both flight and ground tests of SED to construct an infrared radiation indicatrix and determine the distances and angles of target capture by the homing head of portable anti-aircraft missile systems.

Analysis of the data obtained made it possible to determine the direction of further computational and experimental studies aimed at improving the flow path of the SED.
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1. Introduction

The use of screen-exhaust devices (SED) in gas turbine engines (GTE) of helicopters is one of the effective means of passive protection against damage by missiles with thermal homing. Reducing the temperature of the GTE exhaust gases of by 30% reduces the range of capture by optoelectronic systems by 43%, and a decrease in their temperature by 50% reduces the range of capture by 67% [1]. The use of portable anti-aircraft missile systems has exacerbated the problem and made it one of the topical in modern conditions. Over the past more than 40 years, more advanced ejection-type SEDs have been developed. The helicopters of the Mi-8 family are currently using SEDs of the Soviet design (Fig. 1) [2] and the modern Ukrainian «Quadros» (Fig. 2) [3].

The ejection effect makes it possible to reduce the temperature to 200 °C. One of the advantages of the ejector is the absence of moving parts, as well as the ability to work for a long time in a hot aggressive environment – the exhaust gas of a gas turbine engine. Therefore, the relevance of the study lies in the essential sense of ensuring the survivability of military helicopters.

Fig. 1. Screen-exhaust devices of the Soviet production [2]
Fig. 2. Screen-exhaust devices of Ukrainian design «Quadros» [3]

2. The object of research and its technological audit

The object of research is a set of screen-exhaust devices (SED) as part of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter (Ukrainian version of the modernization of the Soviet multipurpose Mi-8 helicopter, developed by Motor Sich Joint Stock Company, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine).

The SED set is designed to reduce the infrared signature of helicopters equipped with TV3-117 turboshaft engines of all modifications for the Mi-8MSB-V, Mi-8MT, Mi-14 and Mi-24. SED designs for the right and left engines of the helicopter are completely identical, in a mirror image.

One of the problem areas is the lack of methods for solving the problem of determining the parameters and tactical and technical characteristics when examining SED as part of an aircraft during testing and research, which must be carried out in accordance with the approved Technical Operation Manual.

3. The aim and objectives of research

The aim of research is to develop an effective method for collecting and registering parametric information for analyzing the functionality of the developed SED set as part of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter.

To achieve this aim, it is necessary to complete the following objectives:

1. Conduct an analysis of the existing and standard on-board measuring instruments (OMI) in order to ensure the registration of the necessary parameters for assessing the characteristics of the investigated SED.

2. Develop a test procedure for a SED set as part of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter.

4. Research of existing solutions of the problem

Today, man-portable anti-aircraft missile systems (MANPADS) with homing heads (HH) have become one of the most effective and widespread means of combating aircraft, helicopters and other air targets in the conduct of hostilities. However, their widespread use for terrorist purposes has greatly exacerbated the problem of the flight safety of civilian aircraft and helicopters, making it one of the most acute and important in modern conditions.

Therefore, a new and promising direction for ensuring the safety of air transport is the creation of systems for protecting aircraft from possible damage by missiles with infrared homing heads.

Recently, the leading countries of the world have been taking measures to improve HH systems, expand the areas of application of the HH spectrum band of anti-aircraft guided missiles.

So, in work [4] the analysis of modern guided means of destruction of aircraft of the leading militarily countries of the world and their counteraction – onboard complexes of protection of aircraft is carried out. The need for passive protection of aircraft from infrared radiation was also noted, but examples of the effectiveness of such measures and parametric information were not given.

In [5], the sources of the infrared signature of a helicopter in flight are shown, schematic design solutions of the SED used by the leading manufacturers of combat helicopters are shown. The qualitative indicators of the SED use effectiveness for shielding the heated surfaces of the GTE output devices are presented. However, the recommendations developed by the authors can only be used at the stage of future design solutions for projects of new combat helicopters.

The authors of the studies [6], based on the results of numerical modeling, proposed different orientations in the direction of exhaust gas discharge; structurally, they should be provided with different angles of installation on board the helicopter. The authors assume that the intensity of the level of infrared radiation will vary depending on the angle of the direction of the exhaust gases. However, the results of these studies can’t be fully analyzed, since the authors did not provide input data for the numerical simulations.

In work [7], a method of shielding the exhaust system of a gas turbine engine with the analysis of the infrared signature of the system «exhaust tract – screen-exhaust device» is proposed. A numerical study was carried out taking into account the geometric dimensions, aerodynamic and gas-dynamic characteristics of the SED with imitation in flight. And the main places of the helicopter’s infrared radiation were considered by the authors of [8].

The authors paid great attention to the background of thermal radiation of the fuselage skin elements from the engines located under the hood. But the author did not consider the means of passive protection.

With regard to SED field tests as part of a helicopter and the methodology of these tests, their need for obtaining reliable research results is indicated in [9, 10]. However, the authors do not fully describe the methodology, algorithm or sequence of such tests.

Due to the specifics of the SED use and the high cost of carrying out field tests, the authors of research on this topic limit themselves only to numerous studies of developed or promising SED schemes. And the tactical and technical characteristics of the investigated SED schemes are not given. An exception is the work [11], the author of which proposed new approaches to solving the survivability of the aircraft, including through the SED integration into the power plant of the proposed new design of the combat helicopter.

In many studies, only the results of theoretical studies or experimental results of model tests are considered. So, in [12], algorithmic and software are presented.
that implements a developed method for determining the characteristics of a subsonic gas ejector of a gas turbine engine. The geometrical parameters of the subsonic gas ejector have been calculated and a bench model has been created for experimental research.

The work [13] presents the results of research under the program «Establishment of statistical characteristics of the repeatability of loads on units in normal operation» and the program of certification factory tests «Establishment of the main operational and technical characteristics of a helicopter engine with a screen-exhaust device». However, quantitative or qualitative results are not listed, only the names of assessments of compliance with certification requirements are listed.

All the above works make it possible to solve the problems of numerical modeling of SED and calculation of their design parameters. Methods for calculating ejector-type output devices for various applications and highly efficient experimental samples of ejector-type output devices have also been developed. But the methods for solving the problem of determining the parameters and tactical and technical characteristics in the SED study in the composition of an aircraft are absent in the literature, which makes the study promising.

5. Methods of research

5.1. Analysis of available and standard on-board measurement equipment (OME) of flight information. To ensure the assessment of the level of infrared radiation (IR radiation) of a helicopter with an installed SED set and check the temperature conditions of their operation, it is proposed to use equipment as part of:

- radiometer of the IR radiation receiver of the homing head of the R-60 type air-to-air guided missile (Vympeal aircraft plant, Tbilisi, Georgia). Sensitivity in the wavelength range \(\lambda = 2.8–4.2\) microns;
- devices for control, indication and registration of radiometer signals: millivoltmeter V3-38 (Tallinn plant «Punane-RET», Estonia), laptop;
- thermal imager «Testo 875-2i» (Testo AG, Germany) and an autonomous power source.

The onboard measurement system should ensure the registration of parameters according to the lists given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Parameter name</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Measurement range</th>
<th>Sensor type</th>
<th>Sampling frequency, Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barometric altitude</td>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>Meter</td>
<td>0…6000</td>
<td>DI 15 MV</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Flight speed</td>
<td>(V_0)</td>
<td>km/h</td>
<td>0…450</td>
<td>DAC-27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Outside air temperature</td>
<td>(T_o)</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>−60…+60</td>
<td>F-1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Main rotor pitch</td>
<td>(\phi_{mr})</td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>0…15</td>
<td>MU 615A</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Main rotor revolutions</td>
<td>(N_{mr})</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0…110</td>
<td>D-2MT</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Left engine turbocharger speed</td>
<td>(N_{ explodes})</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0…110</td>
<td>D-2MT</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Right engine turbocharger speed</td>
<td>(N_{explis})</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0…110</td>
<td>D-2MT</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Gas temperature behind the turbine compressor of the left engine</td>
<td>(T_{pr})</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>0…1000</td>
<td>Thermocouple T-80T</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Gas temperature behind the turbine compressor of the right engine</td>
<td>(T_{pfr})</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>0…1000</td>
<td>Thermocouple T-80T</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Left engine fuel consumption</td>
<td>(G_{l})</td>
<td>km/h</td>
<td>0…600</td>
<td>TDR-8-1-1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Right engine fuel consumption</td>
<td>(G_{r})</td>
<td>km/h</td>
<td>0…600</td>
<td>TDR-8-1-1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rolls</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>−50…+50</td>
<td>AGB-3K</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>(\nu)</td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>−50…+50</td>
<td>AGB-3K</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Overload</td>
<td>(n_x)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>−1.5…+1.5</td>
<td>MP-95</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Overload</td>
<td>(n_y)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>−1.0…+3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Overload</td>
<td>(n_z)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>−1.5…+1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Longitudinal position of the handle of the cyclic pitch</td>
<td>(X_{l})</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>−180…+180</td>
<td>MU-615A</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Transverse position of the handle of the cyclic pitch</td>
<td>(X_{t})</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>−180…+180</td>
<td>MU-615A</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Travel pedal travel</td>
<td>(X_{t})</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>−100…+100</td>
<td>MU-615A</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Oil pressure at the entrance to the left engine</td>
<td>(P_{el})</td>
<td>kg/cm²</td>
<td>0…30</td>
<td>IMD-8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Oil pressure at the entrance to the right engine</td>
<td>(P_{er})</td>
<td>kg/cm²</td>
<td>0…30</td>
<td>IMD-8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** * — layouts of thermocouples for measuring the temperature in the engine compartment are developed by the customer for testing SED
To determine the amount of power loss on the shaft of a free turbine of a helicopter GTE, as one of the main indicators of the SED efficiency, the following parameters are required:

- barometric flight altitude;
- flight speed;
- outside air temperature;
- gas temperature behind the compressor turbine of the left and right engines;
- fuel consumption of the left and right engines;
- temperature of the engine compartment of the left and right engines.

These parameters and their characteristics are recorded by OMI.

For further research, it is necessary to develop a test methodology for a set of screen-exhaust devices as part of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter.

This methodology will determine the general conditions and procedure for testing the SED set as part of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter.

When constructing this methodology, the Technical Operation Manual and the Helicopter Flight Manual will be used; algorithms and methods of information processing proposed by the author and criteria for evaluating the SED technical characteristics when working together with the engine.

The described methodology determines the general conditions and procedure for conducting research and preliminary tests (hereinafter referred to as PT) of the SED set as part of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter.

### 5.2. Test procedure for a set of screen-exhaust devices in the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter

5.2.1. During the tests, the tactical and technical characteristics of the SED set are carried out under the specified conditions of the impact of external factors of a natural nature, as well as on the specified operating modes of the test object. During the tests, it is necessary to use the methods for assessing the compliance of the SED set with the requirements of the TA (technical assignment for experimental object).

- At the stage of ground tests:
  - calculations – when assessing changes in the characteristics of the range and duration of a helicopter flight, associated with the installation of a SED set;
  - engineering analysis – when assessing the sufficiency of the materials provided, confirming the structural strength of the EEC research set (calculations, certificates, conclusions);
  - assessment of the technical level of the SED set.

- At the stage of flight tests:
  - experimental determination of the thrust characteristics of a helicopter with a SED set for evaluating the power losses of engines;
  - experimental determination of the characteristics of the infrared radiation of a helicopter with a SED set to assess the degree of reduction in the strength of infrared radiation from the output devices of the engines.

For direct measurement of the thrust force of the helicopter, the thrust characteristics are determined by the method of changing the take-off mass of the helicopter in hover modes in the zone and outside the zone of influence of the air cushion effect.

Hovering modes are performed at heights of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 35 m at three values of the helicopter take-off speed of up to 5 m/s in the following sequence:

- to launch and test engines in accordance with the Flight Operations Manual (FOM) of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter;

5.2.2. Measurement of the strength of infrared radiation of the output devices of engines. SED set is designed to reduce the infrared signature of helicopters equipped with TV3-117 turboshaft engines of all modifications for the Mi-8MSB-V, Mi-8MT, Mi-14 and Mi-24. The designs of the screen-exhaust devices for the right and left engines of the helicopter are completely identical, in the mirror image they are performed by measuring and constructing a circular indicatrix of the IR radiation strength.

To exclude the influence of the reflected solar radiation of the IR radiation of the helicopter, the work should be performed in cloudy weather in the absence of rain, snow, fog. In the direction from the ground equipment for measuring the magnitude of the strength of infrared radiation within an angle of ±20° vertically and horizontally, there should be no sources of infrared radiation of natural and artificial origin (the sun, powerful electric lamps, heating electrical appliances, etc.).

Ground equipment for measuring the strength of infrared radiation should be located at a distance of 300 m from the helicopter.

The indicator of the magnitude of the strength of infrared radiation is taken in five positions of the ground equipment for measurement relative to the helicopter:

- at angles of orientation of the helicopter to ground equipment to measure the magnitude of the IR radiation force 20°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 160° (Fig. 3);

- in each position, the engine is set to the following modes: cruising, maximum long-term, takeoff.

During the tests, it is necessary to ensure the synchronization (time reference) of the data received from the OMI recorders. The progress of the tests is recorded by photo and video equipment.

To check the operation of the power plant and OMI with an installed SED set, the flight is performed at a wind speed of up to 5 m/s in the following sequence:

- launch and test engines in accordance with the Flight Operations Manual (FOM) of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter;

5.2.3. Testing the technical level of the SED set. The test procedure for a set of screen-exhaust devices in the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter.
- taxiing to the take-off site, perform a control hover at a height of 3–5 m;
- at a hovering height of 3–5 m, check the operation of engines;
- perform two turns while hovering 360° to the right and to the left with an angular speed of no more than 12 °/s;
- accelerate with a gradual climb so as to reach at an altitude of 20–30 m $V_r = 50–60$ km/h;
- upon reaching $V_r = 120$ km/h, transfer the helicopter to climb;
- at an altitude of 500 m, transfer the helicopter to level flight at speed $V_r = 120–130$ km/h;
- accelerate to $V_r = V_{max}$, decelerate to $V_r = V_{min}$, left and right bends and with a roll of 30° at speed $V_r = 120$ km/h;
- carry out motor gliding to a height of $H = 120$ m;
- to hover on $H = 120$ m;
- transfer the helicopter to acceleration to $V_r = 120$ km/h without a helicopter drawdown;
- fly around the measuring base $H = 120$ m and $V_r = 120$ km/h;
- perform a helicopter landing;
- taxiing, cool down and turn off the engines.

**Fig. 3.** Layout of control points for recording the strength of infrared radiation

![Diagram](image)

After processing and analyzing the flight data, the performance of the helicopter systems and the power plant with a SED set is evaluated.

Evaluation of traction characteristics of a helicopter with a SED set is performed in hover mode at an altitude of 3–5, 10, 25, 35 m at a wind speed of up to 5 m/s. Takeoff weight should be 9000 kg, 11100 kg and 12500 kg (or 3–5, 10, 25, 35 m at a wind speed of up to 5 m/s. Takeoff weight should be 9000 kg, 11100 kg and 12500 kg (or 3–5, 10, 25, 35 m at a wind speed of up to 5 m/s.).

**Evaluation of traction characteristics of a helicopter with a SED set.**

During the climb, the pilot must accurately maintain the specified flight speeds, engine operating conditions and ensure that there is no slip.

Let’s divide the resulting barogram of altitude into a number of uniform sections in time $\Delta t = 50$ s. The value of the vertical speed is calculated as the ratio of the difference between the next and previous ordinates of the barogram to the time interval:

$$V_{vr} = \frac{\Delta H_r}{\Delta t}. \quad (1)$$

This data is used to build a dependence $V_{vr} = f(H)$. The climb time is determined by the method of numerical integration of the dependence $V_{vr} = f(H)$, for which it is divided into a series of uniform heights $\Delta H = 500$ m, and the climb time is found for each of these intervals:

$$\Delta t = \frac{\Delta H_r}{V_{vr}}. \quad (2)$$

where $V_{vr}$—the average vertical speed in the height interval $AH$.

Then the obtained time values are added to each other and a barogram of the climb time is built.

Before performing flights to determine the time $Q$ and kilometer $q$ fuel consumption, it is necessary to determine the flight mass of the helicopter, the capacity of the fuel system and the remaining fuel, which is not produced.

To determine $Q$ and $q$ fuel consumption, a series of modes is performed in horizontal flight at different speeds and flight altitudes – 5 flight altitudes 100, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 m and 5–6 flight speeds in the range from $V_{min}$ to $V_{max}$. The duration of the test section of the flight is 2–3 min. The accuracy of keeping on the test section of the altitude, $\Delta H = 25$ m, speed $V_r \pm 5$ km/h. To keep constant the value of the reduced mass of the helicopter $m_r$ when performing horizontal discharge platforms at a given height, each next platform in speed is performed at a height determined by the formula:

$$P_x = \frac{P_x(m_r + \rho W_f)}{m_r}, \quad (3)$$
where \( m_r \) - given reduced mass, kg; \( m_e \) - weight of equipped helicopter, kg; \( \rho \) - fuel density, kg/cm³; \( W_f \) - fuel volume in tanks, l; \( P_n = 760 \text{ mm Hg} \) - pressure in the ground under standard atmospheric conditions; \( P_r \) - pressure at the corresponding flight altitude, mm Hg.

The value of the amount of fuel, during the production of which it is necessary to increase the height of the horizontal platform relative to the installed one by 25 m, are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average flight mass, ( m_{\text{av}} ), kg</th>
<th>Fuel consumption on mode, ( d_m/4W_m ), kg/l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11100</td>
<td>35/46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10600</td>
<td>34/44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10100</td>
<td>33/43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td>29/38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8500</td>
<td>28/36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>28/34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the records, when performing horizontal consumable platforms, fuel consumption is determined:

\[
Q_{Pn} = Q_{n} = V_r \sqrt{\frac{288}{T_a}} V_r = V_r \sqrt{\frac{288}{T_r}} p_r;
\]

\[
q_{pr} = Q_{pr} = \frac{Q_{pr}}{m_{pr}} = \frac{Q}{mV};
\]

where \( Q \) - reduced time fuel consumption, kg/h; \( Q_{pr} \) - actual time fuel consumption, obtained during the tests, kg/h; \( V_r \) - reduced flight speed, km/h; \( V_r \) - indicated flight speed, km/h; \( q_i \) - reduced kilometer fuel consumption, kg/km; \( q_{pr} \) - relative reduced kilometer fuel consumption, kg/km; \( T_r \) - outdoor temperature, K.

Next, the generalized characteristics of fuel consumption \( Q = f(V_r) \) and \( q_i = f(V) \) are built for a number of values \( m \), from which it is then possible to determine the time \( Q \) and kilometer \( q \) fuel consumption for any given flight conditions, that is, for any values \( m, V \) and \( T \). For this, in accordance with the values of a given flight mass \( m \) and a given flight altitude \( P_{fa} \), calculate \( m_0 \):

\[
m_0 = \frac{p_0}{p_r} m.
\]

and then in accordance with the dependencies \( q_i = f(V) \) \( q_i \) are determined, then by the formula:

\[
q_i = q_{pr} m_{pr},
\]

let’s calculate the actual value of the time \( Q \) and kilometer \( q \) fuel consumption in the given conditions.

The value \( V = \sqrt{\frac{0.00284 P_r}{T_r}} \) is used to determine the indicated speed \( V \), and build dependencies \( q = f(V) \), \( q = f(V) \). \( Q = f(V) \) for the given values \( m, H \) and \( T_{fa} \).

5.2.4. Checking the sufficiency of gas dynamic stability reserves. The stability check of the power plant (PP) of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter, which includes the TV3-117VMA-SBM14 4E series turboshaft engines, is performed in accordance with the following classification when installing the SED set:

a) PP operates steadily;

b) PP does not operate stably if it starts:

– engine surge, which is accompanied by an increase in the gas temperature behind the turbine or unauthorized engine shutdown;

– unauthorized extinguishing of the main combustion chamber.

The basis for making an appropriate decision in this case is the Report of the Motor Sich Joint Stock Company (Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine) on the results of tests to verify the reliability of the control system with imitation of the required amount of surge of a given intensity per resource.

The indicators characterizing the operation of the engine on the ground and in flight in constant and transient modes are:

– common pitch of the main rotor;

– mode with the IR-117 measurement sensor;

– the number of revolutions of the turbocharger;

– the number of revolutions of the rotor;

– gas temperature behind the turbine;

– oil pressure in the engine;

– oil temperature at the engine outlet;

– vibration level of the engine housing and its units.

The criterion that characterizes the stability of the PP operation when using the SED set are:

\[
\delta \pi_{om} = \frac{\pi_{om}^* - \pi_{om}}{\pi_{om}}.
\]

5.2.5. Check of operational parameters and an estimation of engine operation with the SED set. At this stage, determine the operating parameters of the engines in the suspension mode when operating engines with a takeoff weight of 9000–11100 kg and a wind speed of not more than 5 m/s. Determination of the operating parameters of the engines during horizontal flight is carried out at altitudes up to 2000 m at speeds up to \( V_r = 250 \text{ km/h} \).

Determination of the operating parameters of the engines when lowering the helicopter is carried out on the modes of vertical descent from a height of not more than 200 m with running engines, engine planning in the allowable FOM range of vertical descent speeds and instrument flight speeds. At vertical descent from height of 200 m to 20 m not to allow speed of decrease more than 5 m/s, and from height of 20 m to 10 m − no more than 3 m/s, and below 10 m to reduce speed of decrease so that by the time of landing it was not more than 0.2 m/s.

The operating parameters of the engines must meet the FOM requirements of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter and the FOM of the TV3-117VMA-SBM1V 4E series engines.

5.2.6. The initial data for the processing of OMI materials is the calibration characteristics of the measuring OMI channels on the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter. The transformation parameter information is carried out using special hardware and software. The results of the OMI processing are presented in the form of tables or graphs of the dependence of the registered parameters on the function.
of time. The volume, shape and scale of the graphs are indicated in the task for the OMI processing.

Based on the results of ground tests, the values of the main parameters of the engine operation are recorded, which lead to standard atmospheric conditions and are compared with the results of control bench tests from the engine logs. They are also compared with the values that are recommended by the MTO of the TV3-117VMA-SBM1V 4E series engine, the MTO of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter and the technical specifications of the SED set. A comparative analysis of the results obtained can be carried out using a tabular or graphical method, with the construction of the throttle characteristics of the engine:

\[ \pi_n, T_{n, H} = f(n_{TC, H}) \quad \text{or} \quad n_{TC, H}, T_{n, H} = f(\pi_n). \quad (8) \]

On the basis of a comparative analysis, it is concluded that the results obtained are responsible for the MTO requirements of the TV3-117VMA-SBM1V 4E series engine and the MTO of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter.

Processing, analysis and evaluation of test results is carried out at each stage of ground and flight tests.

The order of processing, analysis, evaluation of test results and the form of presentation of the results obtained is determined by the type of information processing tools used, as well as the adopted algorithms and processing methods. This procedure requires detailed study at the stage of preparation of the flight task.

Pre-processing, analysis and evaluation of test results are carried out at the site of ground operations and during flight tests.

6. Research results

The application of the developed technique in practice made it possible to obtain important data; subsequently, the structure of energy losses in the mixing chamber and diffuser was characterized. The developed method of flight tests of the SED set made it possible to check the performance of a particular sample in all important flight modes. The technique makes it possible to determine, by the OMI parameters, the fuel consumption at different operating modes of the PP and to obtain a qualitative characteristic of the fuel consumption in the case with and without a SED set installed on board. An example of the representation of the OMI parametric information is shown in Fig. 4 without a SED set installed on board and with an installed one (Fig. 5). The most important and regulated SED indicator is the loss of power of the engine on which it is installed. The technique allows to experimentally obtain these data. Fig. 6 shows a general SED view, which was tested as part of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter.
Based on the results of the study and testing of this SED, a decision was made on the basis of the obtained and analyzed results to refine its flow path – to take constructive measures in order to optimize the parameters of internal gas dynamics.

The technique developed by the author made it possible to carry out all the necessary research and obtain reliable information during the experiment.

7. SWOT analysis of research results

Strengths. The developed test and research technique allows obtaining detailed characteristics of the SED sets installed on the helicopter. The developed complex for calculating the fuel consumption of an engine with and without an installed SED makes it possible to obtain comparative characteristics when using various types of SEDs.

Weaknesses. The use of this technique is economically costly, given the cost of fuels and lubricants and the need to organize work to conduct flight tests.

Opportunities. Based on the results of the application of this technique, it is possible to make a decision on further modernization of the SED design, optimization of the parameters of internal aerodynamics in order to reduce energy losses.

Threats. The need to attract qualified test pilots to the study, and to carry out all the necessary measures to ensure flight safety.

8. Conclusions

1. Modern methods and instruments for measuring the level of infrared radiation are analyzed. Selected devices with the measurement range and sensitivity necessary to ensure research, taking into account the infrared radiation of the homing head of an air-to-air missile of the R-60 type (with a sensitivity in the wavelength range $\Delta \lambda = 2.8 – 4.2 \mu m$). A set of parameters and their characteristics of standard on-board measurement tools for determining the amount of power loss on the shaft of a free turbine of a helicopter GTE have been determined. Based on the results of the conducted SED tests, qualitative and quantitative parametric information was obtained in digital and graphic form.

2. A test procedure for a set of screen-exhaust devices as part of the Mi-8MSB-V helicopter has been developed. It allows to determine the level of engine power losses in various operating modes by the parameters of the on-board information collection devices in different operating modes when working with SED. This makes it possible to obtain a characteristic of fuel consumption in the case of a set of screen-exhaust devices installed on board and without it. The technique takes into account the possibility of simultaneously conducting both flight and ground SED tests to construct an infrared radiation indicatrix and determine the distances and angles of target capture by the homing head of portable anti-aircraft missile systems.
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